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ENHANCED REPORTING AND TRACEABILITY WITH PSL DATATRACK 2017
PARTNERSHIP
The 2017 version of PSL Datatrack's production control software has just been released. The emphasis
of this version is very much on improved reporting and traceability throughout to provide valuable
information to all areas of the business. Current users, with a valid support contract, can benefit from
these enhancements, at no additional cost; whilst those subcontract engineering companies investing for
the first time will automatically receive the latest version of the modules they require to meet their
manufacturing and administration needs.
PSL Datatrack's customer focused approach means software functionality improvements are based upon
its “Wish List” programme. In a two way customer relationship, which addresses the needs and requests
of existing customers to develop their own businesses, the 2017 version includes over 200 new features.
Enhanced

reporting

in

the

following

areas;

Scheduling, Shop Floor Data Collection (SFDC),
Assemblies, Material Stocks, Bill of Materials,
Invoicing and Time & Attendance will provide
management with a much greater insight into the
finances and availability of key resources within the
business.

Detailed

recording,

resolution

and

reporting on non-conforming gauges is also now
available.
PSL Datatrack has met the growing customer requirement for improved traceability of materials,
components and subcontract processes through enhancements such as Mixed Batch Traceability control
and a Component Multi-Select function to speed up the delivery of in-stock components.
Users will find that PSL Datatrack 2017 is quicker to navigate, especially in the purchase order function,
and easier to centralise information with the extension of the popular document management options to
other modules.
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